
m~chine ca~e from students who liked to work rhythmically· or 

visually with sentence structure and who needed a panoramic • 

rather than the linear chronological sequence of the record view . er. 

~11 in al~, we think the advantages of "Talk: Write 11 • 

outweigh the disadvantages. We'd like to see the technique 
1• · d • . used 

ear ier in e ucational life and become optional later. Even 

though we' re held accountable for two lost reco~ders .. 

Summer Calendar: 

Ma ,"Reading in ~he ?O's" Conference, June 22-26, at Saint 

ry :o;i;~~:e in Wtona: ?irected by B:other Leonard Courtney. 

ature, July 6-17 ~~g~~!~~:.a~d Rhetorical Analysis of Liter-

Lorraine F. Cecii. i Ji tate College. Directed by 

Second Annual Upper Midwest w · , 
t B • d.. ri t~r s Conference, July 20- 31 , 

~yce:~~-Ji State College. Write to Bill Elliott or Ronald 
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~OCllS 

appRoach€s to compos1t1on: 

n€W-BORn an<) R€0€W€b 

Mr. Bacig's "A Humane Rational For Composition" and 

/.lr, Larmouth's "Models in Remedial English: an lntermin Report" 

are planned as complementary articles. The writers have team

taught a course in remedial composition and have co-operated in . 

~writing the articles. Neither feels that the different approaches 

illustrated by the articles are sufficient in themselves. An 

effective composition program, like effective writing, will 

balance the demands of freedom and discipline. In addition, 

the writers feel that effective writing programs demand a care

ful analysis of the various tasks involved in the composing 

t'process. Such an analysis suggests that we may need to use 

, radically different techniques to help students achieve freedom 

of expression and technical competence. The articles, then, are 

an attympt to suggest some strategies for helping students to 
1 write, speak and think imaginatively and skillfully. 

( 

A Humane Rationale for Composition 
by TOM BACIG 

University of Minnesota, Duluth 

ln my first year of teaching I told my class of high 

school seniors that while I would justify most o_f what I taught 
1 on "shaky" humanistic grounds, I could with equanimity claim 

that what I taught them about writing would be useful, would 

help them to achieve success in college, or would make them 

better equipped to survive in the busines~ jun.gle. At this 

I moment I can only attribute my arrogance at that moment to a 

~view of the arena of discourse no wider than the Freshmen 

English course and the col!ege paper, and a naive faith in the 

efficacy of teaching a paragraph rhetoric.·· That same naivete 

produced a three. week wri tin~ oni t, taught simultaneously to 

three sections of senior English, requiring students to write 

( a paragraph a day and the teacher to read 75 paragraphs a day. 
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Suffice it to say that at the end, of three weeks my office was 
ful 1 of paragraphs that st.t,1ciefi:J;s ,' cl:i'cl°j1.•.t• wartt to write and that 
I didn't want to read. I ·dQ,n'ttnie;in· tQ-~inply that the students 
didn't learn som: t~ings,. or\,eve_i:i .th9t trE) bnJy thing they 
learned was to dislike writing-more ·than tney· already did. 
But whatever they learned had no more to do with them as 
human beings than mo;st ·Freshmen English prog-r:ams or college 
papers do. • 

If I were teaching that cfass now, I might' begin by asking 
the students why anyone, students or teachers, ought to compose. 
How many essays will the typical student write after he leaves 
the s~h~o~s? H?w many d~ teachers write? If the student becomes 
a politician, will he write.his own.speeches? Will he turn out 
handwritten drafts of letters to his constituents?· If he·•s in· 
business_, will he write out hii corresponden~i? As a matter of 
fact, some equally pertinent questions might be asked about 
his experiences in the scho~ls. • In how many of his classes does 
he write essay exams or term papers? How often is he called 
on to deliver prepared speeches in his classes? ¾~en he moves 
from the high school to the college, -does· the demand for "com
pos 7d',' speeches and es.says increase_ or decrease? We might press 
addi t.1.onal questions here, but I th_ink the- point is already 
perhaps too well made. Perhaps· I' could'then get my students, 
with just wrath, to turn to the larger community and proclaim 
that if "they" want us. to learn composition "they" had better 
make certain that every teacher becomes a teacher of writing 
and speaking, and that business men and senators stop using 
secretaries, dictating machines and· ghost writers; perhaps 
the students would settle for becoming competent secretaries 
and ghost writers to fulfill the increasing demand for such 
people in our society; or they might, as I hope they would, 
reject the utiHtarian ,rationale for, instruction iri ··compositi"cm 
altogether. 

Once they have rejected the 'utilitarian rationale, I'm not 
sure that my students niight not go on to reject learning to write. 
But if I can assume that they might press the question a bit I 
further, I believe they might discover a new rationale, a 
rationale of a higher order and broader scope. Without trying 
to detail sources or de\•elop the argument completely, I think 
my stude_nts. would discover that the real rationale for writing 
j s in its humanizing ~otential ,_ its capacity to help us order 
our universe or discover our "selves." Perhaps they might 
.even point out t,he p;rivat~ contemplative experience that writing 
makes possible, noting that privacy is hard to c·oine by in mid-'· 
century Americ.a, or tp.at irf writing they could for a· change, 
revel in their differences, their idiosyncrasies, their indi--' 
viduality, thereby co111ing _.to new understandings of themselves 
and others. •• If niy hyp_othetical (an·d wonderfully perceptive) 
students did reach such conclusions, they would not, I thirik, 
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be far from agreeing with the statements made by the CEEB's 
commission on English in Freedom and Discipline. The commission 
suggests that what one learns in learning to write is to 
" ... care for the truth, care for the audience, care for one's 
own integrity." It is also I think what J.ohn Holt had in mind 
when, in introducing Herbert Kohl's Teaching the Unteach ab le, 
he said: 

... What we have to recognize is that it is the effort to 
use words wel 1, to say what he wants to say, to people 
whom he trusts, and wants to reach and move, that alone 
will teach a young person to use words better. No doubt, 
given this starting point, some technical advice and help 
may at times be useful; but we must begin from here or we 
will make no progress at all. 

If we were operating from a humane rationale like the one 
my hypothetical and incredibly cooperative students discovered, 
~Ir. Holt's statement could at least, serve as the starting 
point for a new approach to composing. Before taking up that 
new approach, I want to enter a few disclaimers. I want to 
avoid the too easy rejection of concern with "technical 
advice" that Mr. Holt mentions. One of the easiest errors to 
make in the pursuit of freedom is to ignore the demands of 
discipline. The task of helping students to express themselves 
must involve a concern with providing students with the conven
tional means that a linguistic community uses to communicate. 
While it is obviously foolishness to begin teaching children 
to compose by teaching them to spell, it is equally foolish to 
suppose that they can share experience fully using the written 
language, if they do not become minimally competent in spelling 
and in using a dictionary or word list. As a matter of fact, 
perhaps the problem here results principally from our blurring 
of some important distinctions between teaching our students 
how to deal with questions of substance and questions of form, 
a bugbear that is not new to us. 

For the moment, reservations in hand, we might do better to 
consider briefly the amazing fluency of our students with the 
spoken language. In the light of our concern with expression we 
ought to note that, while our students are not necessarily bril
liant at declamation or debate, they do in most informal situ
ations succeed admirably in expressing themselves. They invent 
elaborate excuses for lateness or missing work, they hoodwink 
assistant principals and us, they speak of love, war and poli
tics with one another, they coin new phrases and words, they 
swear and joke. When we note that, though to be sure they 
are more and less successful in these various uses of language, 
most of them, despite tremendous differences in IQ, reading 
ability, and Iowa Basic Skills s9or_es, ·do manage to use the_ 
spoken language to express an incredible range of nuances and 
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under~tandings,_a_questio~ suggests itself. Why is their.formal speab.ng and writing, their effort at composing so unsuccessful? 
I don't think we need to look far for the answer. Let's ~ontrast their experiences in learning to speak and write~ The infant ba~bling i~ his highchair produces, accidentally, DA DA. Much to his surprise, suddenly he is the center of an almost i~credib le uproar. He is being patted, poked, kissed and fed. Since most of this is eminently enjoyable he soon establishes some connection between action and consequence. As he continue to make noises and receives encouragement, he begins to produces more complex utterances, imperfectly. How are these imperfect ut~erances treated? Imagine yourself in the living room of a friend whose small child has just entered the room and pro-duced a stream of what appears to be complete gibberish. His m~ther res~onds, however, with complete understanding and ·gives him a cookie and a glass of milk. The experience is almost enough to make one doubt one's sanity. Gradually, of course mot~ers and fathers, friends, relatives, and strangers force' refinement of thos~ early crude utterances, and one variety or another of English, French or Spanish arises. But the" process begins in love and acceptance. 

Contrast Johnny's first experiences with producing the written ~anguage. _ Pen in hand he is told to reproduce a meaningless series of chicken scratches arranged in a particular order. In some cases he is praised when he finally manages to write "j ohnn)'' for the first time, but as often as not he's almost • immediately informed that his work isn't neat enough or small enough, or that it's backwards. Far too frequently his experiences in sophisticating his skills in composing begin and end by being judged as totally inept; and in almost all cases no one ever reads and reacts to his writing as though it really m~ttered to J_oh~ny or to anyone else. By the time he is in high school or in a Freshman English course his papers come back bloody rags, demonstrating his increasing weakness. We could talk just as easily about his experiences in preparing s~eeches, t~ough "show and tell time" tends to qualify our picture a bit. In either case the effort to write or prepare speeches does not begin in love or understanding. It begins. and ends in evaluation and judgment. 

Of course all of this is an exaggeration and probably ought to be carefully hedged. But exaggerated as it is, it comes too close to the truth. When we must admit, as most of us do, that for most of our teaching live~ we've never taught composition; we've simply graded papers and written critiques of speeches, the exaggeration doesn't miss the mark by much. 
!f this is the case, what do we need to do to change our practice, to make composition humane and humanizing? And, moreover, what can we do to provide our students with the skills 
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h need to achieve higher levels of self expression? While t eye can claim that any carefully tested, surefire methods no on • • • • 1 bl • t d ccomplish these goals are immediately avai a e, i oes to: clear that there are some basic principles that generate see • f t h·n f articular practices that ought to in. orm our eac _ 1. g o _. p osition. We ought, for example, to make the simplest kind comp • - • • Bl t l of application of Bloom's taxonomy LBenJ amrn oom, E: . .; ~:-· , T xonom1_ of Educational Objectives, Handbook _l_: ~~s2:•1.~1.V_!_ _ -io"main; Handbook .!.!_: Affective_ Domain, New '.o:k: Da'!td McKay Co. , 1956, 1964) to our discussion of comp~si t1on. ~n a. wo1 ct, eed to recognize that there are effective or attitudinal we n • • • w ht to d · mens ions to the teaching of composition. e .oug _ 1 cognize that the task of making students want. to write and :e eak or making them like writing and speaking 1s a tas~ req~iring strategies different fr~m those ne~essary -~o ~u1 ld _ habits of punctuation and spelling. In this regarct t.1.e most bvious need is to convince students that they can u~e the ~ri tten 1 anguage to share experience, to shape exper:ence, to discover things about themselves, without ~ear of being_g:aded or evaluated, without fear of teacher_repr1sals, or administrative outrage. This may involve learning to hear our students speak of the failings of our ,ct,ool·,, our colle~gue~, a~d ourselves. We may even have to a<.im.1 t we a:e no c al i go,.H.l _ writers and ask our students to help us with our own w·ntrng. But if ~e can find honesty and integrity in our_student's compositions, if we can make our students want to write, even enJoy writing, the pain of facing our own weaknesses seems a small 
price to pay. 

Another set of basic principles or processes that ought to inform our teaching of the "new" composition emerges from_ onsidering the "old" rhetoric. 1f, as many have ~uggested, the ~rivialization of the old humane rhetoric has c~ns1st:d 1n µart in dropping any real concern with the canon of invent10E, we might accept that one of the ways to broaden and human1ze_contemporary rhetoric would be to reintroduc: a concern .for invention. More precisely, what we need to re1ntr~duce are the .• playful and creative dimensions of the compo~ing proces: • r /'!f Aris tot le, invention, the search for the ava1 lab le mean" ~• r persuasion, followed dialectic, thc_search for truth. Us:n: the terms in these senses, perhaps 1 t would be more acc:1rat ,. 1:
1
·~ say we need to reintroduce a concern for dialectic or d1.scove1'} In other words, we need to go beyond asking_ our 

11
student~, to sort the conventional wisdom either by gettl.ng sources ~rom the library or by employing updated versions of the classical canons of invention. The library research paper or Edward Corbett's Classical Rhetoric for the ~ Student CN:w York• 1965) are useful, but must be transcended. To ac~o~pli~h our transcendence we will have to give up on: de~ili~ati~~ canard. We will have to stop assuming that i~agination_is ~a e gift of the gods or a genetically coded capacity: We will_ V to recognize that all of our students have creative potential 
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and t~at we have not met our responsibility. t h starting the creative writing "unit" . • as eac ers when, in , \we say, "Be creative! 11 

. . I Creative behavior can be and has b , exercises in creative thinking h een analyzed, and some William Gordon's S nectics ave even been suggested. mechanistic and 
5 

· ~ • . ' for example, while. it is often might be used to inplistic, does.suggest some techniques that 
of the use of per:o~~~r:~:y~rea~~ve pre-w:itin?· His discussion 

;~~t:;t~h=o otr=~~!'fih!h~:se 1 ~~s wi ~h c~~:n~:ai~l~~ j ec~!~i~tus 
world ·around them p~city_to respond to and sense the can be used to ~rit~a~ pro_uc7 interesting notes which in turn followin exam 1 escript1ve poetry or prose. In the 
drinkinggfount~i~.a ~~f:ni ~~~~ by ~ryin? ~o describe a of subject, I can't hel but avoid smiling at the choice Something 

1
·n them m k p be taken by the resulting notes · a es even wate f • • • • the effort. Perhaps "making th ~ ~uli:itarn descr1pt1ons worth reward. e ami iar strange" is its own 

Sleek and silvery 
Every angle gleaming 
Upright, proud 
Austere and haughty 
Metallic taste, frigid 
Galvanic to the touch ( 
Warmed infrequently 
By pulsating fingers I 
And suspended exhalation 
From the yawning 
Abyss\ of 
Copper, 
Caves 

Who would guess 
That through 
These steely coils 
Flows the 
Sustenance 
Of Life. 

-Glenda Holt 

Clearly the object of such exercise • poems or prose. Instead the . . sis not to produce play with language and ere ~~Ject is to encourage students to 
or poetry may emerge' o~ if el t l~~~sn ~ut of s1:1ch play discovery that a tolerance for th "d" _t, we might at least hope 
freedom within the cons~r~i~~!~~r~tic and a sense of ~he anguage and perception will. 

Having thus made a start 11 they at taking our students where are'" at becoming a real a d. u ience for whatever it is they 
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1 
ave to say and at helping them sense and develop their 

\eative potentials, we can take up the task of "providing ~echnical advice," of developing skills. Ilere we may have much to 1earn from a careful study of the language acquisition 
process. IS:e might also learn from the classical rhetoricians 
of the Roman schools and our colleagues who teach foreign ianguages. 1·:e might note, for example, the way in which parents 
accept rough approximations initially, and then gradually demand closer compliance 1,ith accepted usage, insisting finally on near perfect performance. l\e might also notice the unbe
lievable number of repetitions that parents and foreign 1anguage teachers encourage. l,e might ask ourselves why the c1assical rhetoricians had their students spend so much time 
memorizing and imitating the speeches and writings of the 
••masters." :,Jr. Larmouth's companion article develops these 
matters in some detail. 

I want to produce some evidence that the game is worth the 
candle, but I find this hard. ~ly own most recent work in 
teaching composition may be with students who are too far 
gone, too much products of what we've been doi':g in. the na~e of utility. I will say, that I have had some experiences in my advanced composition course, a course designed for prospective 
teachers, that reinforce my present views. In that course we have had some success in getting students to want to write by avoiding grading their work. lvhile I think the mechanics of the operations of the course are not important at this point, you might be interested in a piece of student writing that indicates 
one potential outcome of providing students with freedom and 
finding that they do wish to write. 

A VERSION OF A FABLE 
by 

James Johnson 

... the howling moon was lost falling in a wilderness changing under a pair of Jack Frost underwear as I lay by my sunshine 
companion asleep in the dark cave of love. A self-made grizzly 
bear growled awakening my absent senses. 

"Out of the cave." It was purple at first. 

"Out of the cave." Again but less purple. 

He lit a cigar and filled two glasses with brandy. He gave 
me one glass. 

"Skoal." 

"But my companion?" 

"That is another dimension of these lonely bloody woods. 
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Skoal and I shal 1 te 11 ... 11 

We skoaled and he began to tell a sleepy broken tale he too had once rnet--a girl with golden hair ... 

It was a worried silly once upon a time wisdom but the bear was entitled to a wondered share in the universal dream of all. He was once a black-eyed kid, so he said, driving a yellow cadillac and living luxury in a dingy papered shack. His mother was a scrub kneed wide bottomed working woman who scrubbed out the bowery places and came home to cook a perfect porridge. His father was a gambling bear. l\lhat summer brought fall would fill and winter eat. Spring was sometimes honey. Sometimes not. The porridge was hot one special spring day so the three drove over the bridge and bought in Superior a jug of wine made cheaper with dirtier tracks of another tread but drank well with the perfect porridge. Anyway, they returned in wishbone time, home to drink and dine. Pa's porridge was perfect Ma's porridge was perfect. The third was gone. The kid he growled once, he said, then he drank the wine. His sorrow tapered sad to bad. He slid upstairs and there--that was where he found the firl--the storybook girl the one with the golden hair, who awoke too soon and ran down the stairs away and away. 

The kid left home to find the bear and a life his own. Sometimes he flew upside down laughing in the crosswinds, soaring among the barren branches, eating flesh and bone unpealed, and falling into the pond and stream running along the hill to the top of the mountain searching for something within the bees precious tree but only finding a yellow head bouncing in love in a one way canyon breathing breathless air and wanting not the honey but the golden hair. All summer he teased the young and small without reason and j ealous.ly watched the male and female enjoying most the female--the salmon, the berry, and the other selfless dying autumn myths. He found a cave in which to dream not deep as the pool in the stream and the .mirror on the pond but instead hollow and long as the canyon of breathless air where the girl with the golden hair is a dreaming silence. Tomorrow the springtime sprung memories all over. Honey trees and berry vines and new salmon running times with sunshine lightening the endless canyon rising and setting within an elusive endless canyon that was cold and nowhere--the girl running thru with raving golden hair. 

Dreams that rise in youth"sometimes set younger yet when summer salmon swam with summer wine while bears with valid ids were drinking and the dreaming grizzly bears were sexing still for honey forgetting tomorrow only for a sorrow as an alley as ancient as the one way canyon. Otherwise make the wine in autumn then sleep all winter sometimes hanging empty sometimes hanging together with kisses in the morning or sometimes with a 
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h k Only for today what is. Ul bleeding heart tat ass . d thankf . within a grizzly bear lives. While gol en 1mon berry wine h . t Sa . ltiple of zeroes in t e mis • hoir is a mu . 1 e My ~ I looked up to a dream disapp~aring: I was a o~ .m the . h ficial raying hair was gone ro companion with t e super 1 nger dark The moon had changed; its f love It was no o • • h h'le cave o •. . remembering only a summer eaven w i shape was ~a~~~;n~r~;gwas golden hair to live but for to~a, in the ed~s tonite and to vanish quickly with one real drin and to ie 
with reality... * * * * * I While I'm not sure I can paraphrase Jim Johnsonhor ~hat . h h meant I am hesitant to say tat e know precisel~ ~ta~ o~t his ;yntax. He has gotten beyond me; ought to straig e . I en. o his writing, question him he is better than I am, hJ y but we both recognize the about it and even sugg~st c ~nges,I hope that I can find this . onies in our respective roes. :r re situations with more students. 1n· mo 

t t·on I've been dis-_I would likei~~a~~o1~rw~:~c~i~~oc~m~osition and some implicus~ing a new ~a~ rationale for teaching practice. If anyone cations of sue. 1 be ond the rational,e' a reason for human-asks for a ration a e ~ . ht we 11 find it in these izing cofmpDosKitiS·mo:{hiw~1~~kahp;e:~!d in the Octover, 1967, issue words o • • 
of Minnesota English: 

Our students are saying, or se_em to me to be . g that they want possession of an art of sayin , . · f 1 more discovering more honest' more meaning u ' . satisfying relationships with other human be~ngsf 
They want to know how to escape from the_mhas_sfo t 

d h ·1·t whic in ec concealment, suspicion' an osti l y 
their engagements with elders and ~ee:s· Thei· want to know how to discover what_1t :s that ies -between man and man, the truth which is not t~etpo~ . n of one or the other which does not exis a seSSl.0 h • h • ated all prior to an actual engagement, w ic _is ere in the act of engagement, which is experi~n_ced, rather than objectified, and which underli~s a~l t sense of community among men. They ~ant' in. s or , . the skill of managing their speaking ~n~ not simp~y h' h ·11 be reputable and tradition-• t • ng in ways w ic wi :~~ l.efficient, but a skill in discovering the symbols tha~ mark the gulf separating them from others,_or in discovering the symbols that define t~e way in which men separated by such gulfs can st~ll tre~t each other as human beings, and not as t reatening 
objects. 

. h E \'sh and prospective English teachers at the Tom Boc1g teoc es ng , f h MCTE University of Minnesota, Duluth. He is executive secretory o t e ' 
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